Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and channeling have been used to examine the surface damage formed by room temperature N and B implantation into silicon. For the analysis of the SE data we used the conventional method of assuming appropriate optical models and fitting the model parameters (layer thicknesses and volume fraction of the amorphous silicon component in the layers) by linear regression. The dependence of the thickness of the surface-damaged silicon layer (beneath the native oxide layer) on the implantation parameters was determined: the higher the dose, the thicker the disordered layer at the surface. The mechanism of the surface amorphization process is explained in relation to the ion beam induced layer-by-layer amorphization. The results demonstrate the applicability of spectroscopic ellipsometry with a proper optical model. RBS, as an independent cross-checking method supported the constructed optical model.
Introduction
The motion of crystalline-amorphous (c-a) silicon interfaces under ion beam irradation has been a subject of considerable interest in the last years [l-S] . A pre-existing planar c-a interface submitted to ion irradiation can move either towards the amorphous side (crystallization regime) or towards the crystalline side (amorphization regime) depending on-the substrate temperature, the irradiating beam, the dose rate, the substrate orientation and the impurity content in the layer. Most of the work was performed with heavy ion implantation [l-5] , where this effect was more pronounced than in the case of light ions.
A similar effect of anomalous surface disordering was observed in some other cases [6-g] . Here anomalous means that this disorder is far from that in the depth of the projected range. Moreover, there is no pre-existing c-a interface before ion irradiation. Earlier we have shown this phenomenon in the case of boron implanted silicon by the combined application of single-wave length ellipsometry and high-depth-resolution Rutherford backscattering spectrometry [9, 10] . However, in the case of low energy implantation the dam-age region is very close to the surface, thus single-wave length ellipsometry is not able to distinguish the surface and the mean projected range defects. In this case spectroscopic ellipsometry is a very helpful tool to investigate such a phenomenon, because it is very sensitive to the surface disorder.
The applicability of SE for the nondestructive determination of ion-implantation induced damage profiles was demonstrated in detail by several research groups [6, 7, . In the present paper we report on an RBS and SE study of light ion (N+ and B+) implantation induced anomalous surface amorphization in silicon.
Experimental
To investigate the surface amorphization process 200 keV N+ or 10 keV B+ ions were implanted at room temperature in (100) silicon. The implantation was performed into Wacker single-crystal silicon at the Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest. The implantation was done at room temperature with a current density of 190 nA/cm* for nitrogen and 0.5 mA/cm2 for boron. The SE spectra were obtained partly on a SOPRA rotating polarizer ellipsometer in the 1.5-4.5 eV photon energy region at the Pennsylvania State University (N implantation), and partly at Twente University in the range of 300-650 nm with a rotating analyzer ellipsometer. Rutherford backscattering and channeling techniques with 1.5 MeV He+ ions were used to determine the radiation damage. The detector was placed to detect ions scattered through 97" (i.e. with a glancing exit angle of 7" to the surface). In this geometry, the depth resolution was better than 5 nm [ 141. To evaluate the spectra we used the RBX program written by Kotai [15] , which can also handle channeled spectra. The thicknesses of the surface oxide and disordered layers were deduced from the oxygen peak (ch. No. 201) and the damage peak of the spectra in Fig. la , respectively. The underlying damage level (i.e. the defect volume fraction) was deduced from spectra in Fig. lb. 
Results and discussion

200 keV nitrogen
In this case the optical model consists of a native oxide layer, a thin amorphous silicon layer and a slightly damaged semiinfinite layer. For the evaluation the 400 nm wavelength was chosen as an upper limit because in this case the optical penetration depth (even in crystalline Si) is not larger than 200 nm.
For the analysis of the spectroscopic ellipsometry data we used the conventional method of assuming appropriate optical models and fitting the model parameters (layer thicknesses and volume fractions of the amorphous silicon component in the layers) by linear regression. The data of the nitrogen-implanted samples were analyzed using a FORTRAN program developed at the Pennsylvania State University. It is essential to choose a proper starting value for model parameters, otherwise the program may find a false minimum. We used grid search before fitting. It is important that we used the complex dielectric function of implanted amorphous silicon [16] . The goodness of the fit is estimated by the unbiased estimator:
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where N is the number of wavelengths and p is the number of fitted parameters.
Figs. la and lb present the high-depth resolution RBS spectra recorded with a detector placed at scattering angle of 97" and spectra recorded with a detector placed at scattering angle of 165", respectively, for the series of nitrogen-implanted samples. In accordance with projected range calculations, significant buried disorder is observable around 400 nm depth (Fig. lb) . Surprisingly, the energetic nitrogen ions are shown to have created a well defined disorder at the surface of silicon. The higher the dose, the larger the disorder peak at the surface and the higher the damage level in the first 200 nm. To study this anomalous surface disorder (assumed thin amorphous layer) SE is extremely useful because of its sensitivity.
Measured ellipsometric spectra of silicon samples implanted with different doses of nitrogen ions together with the results of multiparameter fittings are shown in Fig. 2 . For comparison, a reference spectrum of virgin (unimplanted) silicon is also presented. Table I summarizes the layer thickness values and damage levels resulting from the evaluation of SE and RBS measurements.
For SE evaluation the complex dielectric function of ion-implantation induced amorphous silicon [16] was used. For RBS analysis we used the density of silicon (5e22 atoms/cm') to calculate the thickness of the surface disorder layer. Comparing the thickness values of the surface amorphous layer obtained by different methods one can establish that they are in very good agreement. Moreover, SE evaluation using the volume fraction of the amorphous silicon component in the damaged surface layer as a free parameter yielded 115% f 8% for the case of highest dose implanted sample. This fact proves that this thin layer is amorphous indeed.
The other parameters (native oxide thickness and background damage level) show systematic differences between the two methods. This reveals that SE is sensitive to these effects, but for precise evaluation an adequate optical model is needed. The systematic difference between the background damage levels can be explained by the nature of this damage. In the optical model we use the complex dielectric function of amorphous silicon as reference.
For light ions the normal damage consists mainly of point defects which seem to change the dielectric function in a larger volume than their atomic volume. (Point defects cause strain in the lattice displacing the neighbouring atoms.) RBS determines the amount of the defects (displaced atoms/cm31 but SE senses the volume of the optically changed (stressed) lattice.
The difference in the thickness of the surface (native) oxide can be explained in a like manner. We use the refractive index of SiO, but this surface is possibly roughened and unstochiometric. SE determines an effective thickness but RBS gives atoms/cm2.
10 keV boron
In this case the buried disorder peak is situated in the vicinity of the surface disorder because of the shorter projected range, thus complicating the analysis. To take into account this fact one should apply the optical model developed earlier for damage depth pro- For the present situation this model was enhanced with an added surface damaged layer (beneath the native oxide) which is treated independently from the buried damage profile. The measured ellipsometric parameters in the UV region (above 3.5 eV where the optical absorption is high) contain information dominantly on the surface layer. At longer wavelengths the optical penetration depth is larger and consequently the ellipsometric parameters in this range provide information mainly from the deeper region.
The results of the "best fit" together with the experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . The insert illustrates the damage distribution extracted from the fitting procedure together with a Monte Carlo simulation (TRIM code [17] ). The nominal values of the layer thicknesses are presented in Table 1 .
The mechanism of the surface disordering process will be discussed in relation to ion beam induced layer-by-layer disordering at the silicon-native oxide interface elsewhere [18].
Conclusion
Spectroscopic ellipsometry, high-depth-resolution Rutherford backscattering and channeling have been used to examine the surface damage formed by room temperature B and N implantation into silicon. A multiparameter fitting procedure of ellipsometric data was applied to evaluate the damage depth profile.
It was found that the thickness of the surfacedamaged silicon layer (beneath the native oxide layer) increased monotonously with increasing implantation dose.
The results demonstrate the applicability of spectroscopic ellipsometry with a proper optical model. RBS, as an independent cross-checking method, basically supported the constructed optical model.
